
What worked well in the business action tables you attended? What could be improved? Do you believe the action table had impact? In what ways? 
Do you believe we met our goal? 

Do you believe the action table led with equity? Do you think some form of the action tables should 
continue? Why or why not? And in what form?

How many meetings would you be willing to attend a year if 
it did continue? 

Any other feedback? Stephen Saltzman, Josh Laurie, Keith Jones, Beth 
Booke, Edy Martinez, Kiyo from Kuto app, Josh 
Laurie

Summary: Meaningful conversations and exchanges of ideas. Oppourtunities to 
make new connections.

Summary: Subgroups needed to have a effective way to stay focused. 
Difficulty communicating between subgoups/ in a large group setting.

Summary: The process has just begun. Need specific goals and more data. Summary: Not completely, it is difficult to lead with equity when working 
against other interest groups.

Summary: Need to continue to see lasting impacts. Summary: Once per month

Ideas or Specific Points:
1) Connections
2) Exchange of new ideas

Ideas or Specific Points:
1) More focus on specific topics
2) Better effectiveness sharing in subgroups, 

Ideas or Specific Points
1) Need to dissemiate information
2) Unsure of long term success

Ideas or Specific Points:
1) Groups were downtown centric
2) Some groups had members in opposing interest groups
3) Need to engage with the community

Ideas or Specific Points:
1) Needs to be an ongoing process
2) Establish desired outcomes
3) Set expectations in large group setting

Ideas or Specific Points:
1) Once per month

Gathering different perspectives, good reach to different opinions First round, seemed to have ideas "pre-baked" prior to feedback *most of the answers here I moved to Row E because they fit better Cricually important in the work currently being done. Kuto example. This should always be an ongoing process, rust belt cities deal with this with 
decades-long thinking and struggles in attraction/activation

Stephen (retired) - hour/week if it's actually making a difference Larger group doesn't get a lot done, but it's great to hear all the things 
from all the small groups

Break-out groups were helpful Website Materials were not updated, had to lean on forwarding emails Successful at disseminating information Current resources have been well allocated in this space. Portland is looking at a decade to repair reputation. Lack of lasting impact can 
build expecations. Need to calibrate expectations that this is not overnight. 
Delayed gratification is ok as long as its communicated. 

Edy/Beth (both in Orgs) - 1/month/hour given how busy we are 

Business owners sitll in COVID survival mode. Not in re-opening. 
Recruitment is the biggest issue

having someone from a bureau and a commissioner office is key, takes both aspects 
to get anything done

Meeting minutes and lack of coordination for folks that aren't able to make 
one meeting

We're just getting started, hard to measure impacts so far Need to continue meeting businesses where they are. City turning to corner on centering equity in economic recovery, looking more 
inwardly towards growth

large meetings monthly. We come for information sharing and see what 
progress/obstacles exist. City/county response to COVID. Health and safety

Great selection of Portlanders, flexibility to bring others in How to effectively share between subgroups. Vandalism subgroup got to very specific metrics. Informed of the larger, systemic 
problem with additional resources and focus on topic. Cannot resolve issues in 1 
quarter. It is a longer-term challenge

Voices at the table were crucial In the middle of the process, it's going to be ongoing for a while. Lays a good 
groundwork for things that need to be tackled until Downtown/Economy 
recovers. Interaction with other tables

10-15 minutes on public health each meeting with understanding things change 
quickly. "Global" status on cases, vaccinations, etc. Call to Action (from State of City) - Mayor to be present a couple times 

a year with a call to action. It helps energize the group. 
Email updates were helpful subgroups lost momentum. Hard to catch-up when joining other groups Education was strong particularly for certain subgroups that had strong metrics 

(I.E. workforce and vandalism subgroups). 
Very downtown centric. Should be 60-40 downtown rather than 80-20. Need more work/expecation set between larger group meetings. Meet once a month

Continually focus on what are we solving so we don't try to boil the 
ocean. I.E. Info sharing with call to action of sharing w/ your network

New advocacy focus is now helpful Always felt like I was catching up at smaller subgroups Coordinated reopening did a great job pooling resources. Topic was too broad for 
group to lead. Could share info on larger employers (PSU, large legal/accounting) -  
Delta has changed everything. 

If downtown, should communicate strategy for why downtown (I.E. tip of the 
spear). Being explicit would have helped ensure certain communities understood

Reclarification of desired outcomes if moving forward Mark Leary: Once per month until we get to a real reopening.

Exchange of ideas, listening no idea when subcommittees are meeting, lack of clarity on details New variables make speed and communication essential. Felt group was welcoming of people of all backgrounds Combining TA resources beyond 1:1, people need to have opportunities (WF, 
procurements, PCC, portland state) to use their skills

Mark Holloway: Getting specific to the group goals and needs then build out a 
schedule. 1 per month seems like a good cadence.

Very good experience to engage citizens in the process. What do measurable outcomes look like. We didn't find a good way to 
measure our success. Should do that moving forward so that we meet equity 
goals. Example: what is the clear outcome for the TA and Navigation 
funding? --If we don't meet again, do we lose progress and equity goals?

Can have impact and think we are on our way to our goal, but we don't have data 
yet.

Not really. Equity lense provided after the fact, but not leading with equity for 
table. Intentionally allocating resources. Because this table was larger and broad 
strokes, it is difficult to lead with equity.

If full economic recovery is March 2023, we have work to do. 

Communication has been crucial to folks perception. Pipelien of communication is so 
important

Staff to support the subgroup work instead of leading large groups. Where 
are we duplicating efforts.

We got partway there. Some action items were more immediate than others. 
Coordinated advocacy for state funding is needed! 

Challenged as staff, because there are participants in biz action table who don't 
want to lead with equity. Working against other interest groups who may not 
want that.

~50% of subgroups are making progress, double down on those. 

Learning about innerworkings of city. Take news and info to our company. Linerary arrival of how we got to specifics. In each meeting, share how we 
got here. Be mindful of duplicative area.

Not sure we met goal, because funds haven't been distributed. If we have to 
redevelop the wheel around funds every single time, we are not doing it right.

Not compeltely. EX: BDS proposal showed equity as a sub category rather than 
leading with it. If you were to look at data and see who is being impacted by 
changes. Using equity as shield for what you want to do.

Could pivot to some in-person once delta wave is past and showcasing 
reopening with this group. 

subgroups with actionable items was a realistic goal with size. On counter it was hard 
to stay connected

Find more focus; decide 2-3 key things to focus on Not sure we met goal, because funds haven't been distributed. Looking ahead past 
ARPA funds. How can we coordinate around infrastructure.

Agree it is difficult to lead with equity, because of constraints, but thinks we can 
do more engagement. City is more progressive in who they bring to table, but 
can do more. 

Communication is critical. What is the city doing and keep folks engaged. 

Very impressed with workforce solutions subgroup Angie - having descriptions for each of the small groups What does it look like 6 months or a year from now? We don't know yet. Difficult to lead with equity lense when you haven't engaged community you 
haven't helped. WE have a challenge in Oregon with leading equity, because we 
get sued when we allocate resources.

Meeting minutes, summary, video recordings are great, expectations on coming 
preparted

Jesse Hyatt--was collaborative, great dialogue. Hour and a half is tough, but learns everything; still not out of it; would like a 
dashboard on metrics rather than report out - send out ahead of time

Mark Leary:  This was helpful for PBOT to focus on the use of ARPA funds. Was 
good to be able to have a place to get feedback. Don't want to lose a forum like 
this where as a community that we can work together moving forward. This group 
was at it's best doing these type of things and would be great to do more going 
forward. As an example it was great to hear from Mark Holloway on what 
challenges there were in PBOT to get childcare done effectively.

Mark Leary: This table helped us with some of the activation stuff that allowed 
us to consider things that were NOT just central city focused, but CC and other 
parts of the city as well. I second what Mark H. said.

Yes, perhaps something similar. Perhaps a committee instead of action table? 
More emphasis on action items

Ashley Henry--great opportunity to make new connections with other public and 
private sector partners. Use of Kyto app increase.

Would like to see more mid and larger employers at the table; people are 
still frustrated with impediments to reopening; need to do better 
communicating to the public

Mark Holloway: Felt this was impactful to work in community around shared 
issues. The forum and energy was important to building on how community can 
affect funding like it did for ARPA. 

Mark Holloway: It was a continual part of the conversation, and it was a regular 
part of conversation. On a scale of 1-10 I would give us a 7.5 on this. 

Some things are brought up at one table, but not at another. We need to 
convene to make sure we don't miss some of the work we started like at TA and 
Nav action item. 

James Paulson--information sharing was helpful! Gave bigger picture How is ARP being allocated and what are measures of success? People need 
to see tangible results

Yes, but perhaps skinnied down and more focused.

James Parker--great to have dialogue, good collaboration, place to provide feedback. No identified sequence of meetings, but should be See it continued if this is how the Mayor's office is sharing info. How do we best 
share info and continue this work? 

Andre Pettt--getting information, new connections How to coordiante across the Action Tables with WF components? How to 
engage in a systemic way; communications piece is still missing; would make 
it easier to plug in; lots of ARP, homeless bond $ that is transformable - 
worry we are being transactional

Yes, important to continue. Committee idea. Does City have a committee that 
has an equity lense and biz? 

Andre Pettt--move workforce needle forward. Angie - wants to be active have specific tasks; most interested and concernd 
about; with businesses moving to 'burbs, how can we band together an come up 
with ways to get employees back safely, clean streets,

feels like we are back and forth, likes the comms strategy Nathan - regionalism important, esp with vast amounts of $ coming into state; 
where is Metro in these conversations? Need a policy overview

Connections have been helpful Andrew R - invovled in Here Together Coalition adivising Metro; very little 
comunicaiton from Metro or the counties; MTWO needs to do better job 
communicating and at all levels of government

Andrew R - diversity of perspectives; emphasis on small biz Agree with communication; when asked about clean-up, etc, has no idea what's 
going on in other tables; what is City/MTWO doing to incentivizing major 
businesses to come downtown (eg AWS, etc.)

Nathan - likes the dashboard idea; need to be downtown activity and events Nathan - not just MTWO, what about other Council offices and their bureaus?

Involved in childcare/daycare and BDS work - Mark Leary: Yes, it is so nice to see people from the biz community at this table 
and I see more people that want to roll up there sleeves and do more work.

Andrew M - workforce is on the horizontal Mark Holloway: As our group starts the work it would be nice to have a table to 
bring challenges to discuss with a large forum like this. It would be good to be 
very specific about our goals going forward to allow people to select in and out? 
Make sure this is VERY helpful to commissioners offices and Mayor to allow 
them to be more effective to get specific outcomes. Feel this has been so good 
at being specific and effective this time.
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